Abstract

**Introduction:** in throughout human life history, always human life and property subject to unforeseen events, and occasionally has been terrible and deadly. Memories and losses effects have been forever like bloody and disastrous wars memories in human history. These events consistently happening across the world such as Iran. in some areas, these events to be changed to disaster and the others only remains in the limit incident that their differences should be search in prepared to deal with the events so if there is a readiness to encounter to crisis, this reduced effects the event, otherwise can be heartbreaking tragedy. Thus having preparing program of events is vital for each organization and with any type of activity. As well as this guide isn’t exception in the treatment centers and because have been sensitive position they would serve to accident victims and having regular program is critical.

**Methods:** This study is a review article that has been done to base on collected data from Internet sources and published research related to the topic.

**Results:** Although in recent years, many efforts took place for designing programs to deal with the disaster in medical centers, but because of having defects and lack of compatibility with medical centers this isn’t reached to the executive level. With investigations has been accomplished in different hospitals show that there isn’t existed check list compiled for occupational health and safety visits against disaster yet.

**Conclusion:** the written plan before the incident in treatment centers to deal with developing disaster preparedness is the most important duties of hospital administrators. Nurses as well as a member of the hospital management have effective role for planning clinics in order to maintain readiness.
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